and eighteenth century newspapers, seems so suggest. Second, the coroners were highly effective. For one thing, they were highly skilled at assembling evidence—a matter on which Lockwood concentrates because he is keen to refute the view that cases could not be accurately determined before the appearance of modern forensic skills. For another, juries were selected with great skill, joining those with local knowledge with others from the large area so as to ensure a measure of impartiality. Crucially, Lockwood demonstrates in chapter 4, “One Concept of Justice,” that all of this led to an increase in central state power. Jury members were anyway attached to the central state, and any sign of communal standards triumphing led coroners to overrule their juries. Further, coroners played important roles as bearers of evidence in other courts, thereby ensuring the further penetration of the tentacles of the state. All of this paints a picture of a high level of surveillance of the local population by a state linked and working through the natural party of order in country and city. Third, coroners were themselves subjected to continual surveillance on the part of the central state, largely through Star Chamber and King’s Bench, with a large role being played by the Royal Almoner. Such surveillance had an obvious cause: the possibility of the crown gaining forfeits in the case of certain crimes.

If in the main part of the book Lockwood offers a slightly static picture of this powerful trinity—personnel, the ability to detect, and oversight from the center—at work between about 1530 and 1640, in the last chapters he is more concerned with variation. For a little more than a century after the conflict between king and parliament central control weakened, not least due to the abolition of Star Chamber. But Lockwood is able to show that the work of coroners was by then so deeply implicated in social life that it continued more or less unabated. The monopoly of violence had been achieved and he sees no weakening of state power. This case is made especially powerfully in a sociologically very sophisticated chapter in which he reviews the frequently made claim that there was a crisis of violence, driven by economic need, in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, followed by a decline in violence thereafter. The rise in violence was probably the result of better reporting of crime, that is, an artifact of statistics, and it is very unlikely that homicides in particular were related to economic need; equally, the decline may well be best explained by the period in which coroners did their work in the relative absence of central control. A final substantive chapter looks at the legislation of 1752, going on to calculate its effects. Pay for all cases considered (not just as previously only for homicides) and for travel encouraged coroner activism; oversight remained, but it was more often in the hands of justices of the peace.

One of Max Weber’s claims concerned the difference between law in England and on the continent, and one would love to have this investigated properly by historians. Lockwood makes a start in his conclusion, suggesting that there may well have been no difference—in so doing allying himself with the view of Smith and David Hume. Still, more comparative research here is needed—and it is made possible by having the English building block analyzed so impressively.
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Peter Marshall’s *Heretics and Believers: A History of the English Reformation* is quite an impressive book. Marshall tells the story (or better, stories) of the English Reformation at a level of
detail generally not found in books aimed at a broad audience. His overall thesis is that the English Reformation was not simply a series of “top down” mandates or a peaceful, if complicated, process. It was, rather, an ongoing and contentious negotiation between people at all levels of the English church, from rulers and bishops to local clergy and parishioners, which constituted a decades-long education in theological issues. The Reformation changed religion in England from part of the general culture to an active choice that posited, often violently, believers against heretics.

Marshall’s helpful introduction alerts the reader to the overarching points he seeks to make. Along with changing the nature of religion, the Reformation was a pyrrhic victory for the monarchy; it gained control over the church yet lost the unity it greatly desired. While martyrs demonstrated and inspired conviction, a culture of dissembling was normalized. Marshall notes that he has included many individual names to make the point that real people were the ones shaping the religious situation throughout the sixteenth century. For nonspecialist readers, a “who’s who” might have been helpfully included for those names that show up repeatedly, such as the various bishops of London. For academic readers, although the footnotes show a great range of primary and secondary sources, a bibliography would have been quite welcome.

The book is organized into four largely chronological parts. Part one, on the late medieval church, is masterful. Marshall demonstrates the integration of religion and life, the significant desires for reform of the clergy, and the ongoing competition over who was responsible for such reform. Finally, his discussion of the Lollards sets up themes that will expand in the English Reformation: a varied religious landscape, permeable yet vigilantly guarded boundaries between orthodoxy and dissent, questioning of official religion, and personal choices of conscience and belief (119).

In part two, Marshall takes the reader through much of the reign of Henry VIII, from humanist inspired reform and new Lutheran ideas through the declaration of royal supremacy and its immediate after effects. The king’s marriage and church reform were separate issues that coalesced, gave the public important issues to debate, and unintentionally began a shift of power from the ruler to the ruled. The Pilgrimage of Grace gets more coverage here than in many accounts of the English Reformation, showing that there was very substantial resistance to Henry’s reforms. Along with the dissolution of the monasteries and its discouragement of some forms of popular piety, reform at this stage encouraged a “kind of creative obfuscation” about theological matters and official policies (257).

Marshall begins part three in the later 1530’s and continues through the death of Mary I. As Henry dissolved the monasteries, he did not provide “coherent or compelling alternatives” to old pieties, thus “increasing numbers of English people were taking responsibility for their own understanding of religious truth, helping to forge the new Christianities that would transform the nation” (302). Marshall sees the ascendancy of evangelical religion under Edward VI as causing massive disruption on the local level and decidedly bringing the late medieval church to an end (319). Under Mary, replacing such previously removed items as roods, altars, and vestments was not so much a restoration of the past as “a statement of faith in an alternative future” (381). During her short but highly influential reign, in which repression and reform went hand in hand, political loyalty and religious conviction were valued as inseparable, while the nation itself settled into deeper Roman Catholic and Protestant divisions.

With part four, Marshall covers much of the reign of Elizabeth I, stressing her firm but quirky version of what should constitute the right form of church. Again and again, Elizabeth called for uniformity but failed to get the backing of temporal and ecclesiastical officials. Indeed, Marshall stresses that people schooled in decades of religious debate were less compliant than ever. Elizabeth herself was Nicodemite in temperament and was willing to tolerate such in others; this had the paradoxical effect of encouraging zealous calls for clarity and reform. Even so, by the third decade of Elizabeth’s rule, Marshall finds that the majority of people in most places were conformist Protestants. Marshall concludes the book after the execution of Mary Queen
of Scots and the defeat of the Spanish Armada because by this time “crucial questions had been settled, or shown themselves incapable of being settled” (xviii). By this point, the reader does share the sense that England must have been weary of religious controversy.

Although long, the book is highly readable. Marshall has a gift for illustrative examples and anecdotes; in his hands, history is good storytelling. Although readers know the general shape and outcome of sixteenth-century English history, this was far from self-evident to the characters involved in most of the book. Marshall is quite willing to use colloquial language to convey the vitality and dynamism of any given situation, as in “Henry was never one to buy his theological clothes off the peg” (233). Throughout the book, Marshall begins each section with a particular incident illustrating the more general point that is about to be made. Further examples show the range of the claim, providing local and color and highlighting regional and local variations and disagreements. An interpretive strength is Marshall’s regular acknowledgment of how things cut both ways; for example, the Carthusians of Syon could raise the public estimation of monasticism or highlight the laxity of other houses.

In his postscript, Marshall acknowledges that he has focused on conflict rather than continuity because he sees the struggle itself as significant. It was, “from first to last, a vocal, vibrant national conversation, about issues of uttermost importance, and one from which few voices were ever entirely excluded” (577–78). Although not all readers will have the tenacity to stick with the messiness of conflict to the end, this is an important book offering a creative synthesis of decades of fruitful scholarship in the field.
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Darren McGettigan’s Richard II and the Irish Kings provides a solid narrative of Richard II’s two Irish expeditions and the Irish kings he encountered. The Irish kings Art MacMurchadha Caomhánach (Leinster mountains) and Niall Mór and Niall Óg Ó Néill (Tyrone, high kings of Ulster) are the focus of the book; McGettigan provides plenty of background information on these kings in order to introduce them to a wider audience. The narrative is thus eminently suited for novices, but its lack of a strong argument might leave those more familiar with the era or major players desiring more sophisticated analysis and a stronger thesis.

In the introduction, McGettigan explains his primary sources, which include the chronicles of Froissart, the pilgrimage account of Ramon de Perellós, the metrical history of Jean Creton, letters to and from Richard II concerning his Irish expeditions, Irish annals, and bardic poems. In chapter 1, “Richard II and His Western Isle,” McGettigan gives a brief overview of Richard II’s life and of the state of English control in Ireland c. 1394. Although McGettigan discounts the Gaelic revival as the main reason for Richard’s expedition, the Irish kings had been making progress against the English throughout the 1300s. In chapter 2, “Fourteenth-Century Gaelic Ireland—a New Sparta,” he explains Irish warfare in the 1300s, emphasizing its Spartan nature with a special focus on how the Irish wore spurs barefoot. Although McGettigan titles chapter 3 “Richard’s First Expedition to Ireland, 1394–5,” he does not cover the entire expedition. He focuses on Richard’s dealings with Art MacMurchadha Caomhánach, who submitted to Richard early on and was consequently underestimated by the English king in 1399, and